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Looking
forward
We’re working alongside the
Royal Air Force and our partners
to create tomorrow’s combat air
system today. It’s about
game-changing technologies and
the brightest minds working
seamlessly together to keep our
customers a step ahead.
Collaboration where it counts.
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Over 100 years
invested in the
UK’s future.

NEXT GENERATION
COMBAT AIR SYSTEMS

AN INTERNATIONAL
COLLABORATION

INVESTING IN BRITAINS DEFENCE
TECHNOLOGY INFRASTRUCTURE

INTEGRATED SENSORS
AND DEFENSIVE SYSTEMS
BUILT FROM THE
INSIDE OUT

Leonardo is building on 100 years of heritage in advanced design and
manufacturing in the UK.
As a founding member of Team Tempest, the company is helping to secure the
RAF’s combat air advantage for future decades. The next-generation aircraft is
being designed from the inside out; Leonardo’s advanced electronics will be at
the core of the jet’s combat capabilities.
Tempest is an iconic project that will define UK engineering for a generation,
galvanising future generations and contributing to the nation’s prosperity.
Inspired by the vision, curiosity and creativity of the great master inventor Leonardo is designing the technology of tomorrow.

uk.leonardocompany.com
Helicopters | Aeronautics | Electronics, Defence & Security Systems | Space

| Welcome
From the Chief of the
Air Staff
Welcome to the Air and Space Power
Conference 2020. When we selected
Information Advantage as this year’s
conference theme, little did we know that
we would be testing some of these ideas
and technology with a ground-breaking
virtual Air and Space Power conference.
Future conflicts will require us to integrate more closely
across armed forces, across governments and with our
allies and international partners. Success will require rapid
understanding and swift, joint, fully integrated action across
all warfighting domains, land, sea, air, space and cyber. Our
aircraft, spacecraft and systems must integrate seamlessly
to allow the transfer and exploitation of information, rapid
decision-making and timely delivery of effects. That is why
information advantage matters. Information Advantage is
the vital enabler for air and space power, past present and
future, and in this era of constant competition, our ability to
collect, analyse and share information quickly is more vital to
our national security than it has ever been. The conference
will highlight latest developments and thinking, explore some
alternate perspectives on how the information environment
is changing and hear from some of the outstanding people
working at the frontline of information advantage.
Organising the conference in a normal year is a huge task but
designing this year’s from scratch has been a remarkable effort
and a credit to our delivery partners, the Air and Space Power
Association, and to our corporate partners, whose generous
sponsorship continues to make this a world-class air and
space power forum. The success of this year’s conference will
inform how we come together in the future. I know we all look
forward to a return to more sociable times but we should look
to the opportunity of enhanced digital gatherings too. Let us
know what you think and as ever I look forward to hearing your
contributions.
Enjoy the Conference, and I look forward very much to
engaging with you.

Air Chief Marshal Mike Wigston CBE ADC
Chief of the Air Staff

Event Programme

INVESTED IN
PEOPLE

SUPPORTING OUR VETERANS
Raytheon UK remains committed to providing
veterans with the skills they need to become
engineers, cyber experts and innovators –
and ensure future prosperity for the UK.

RAYTHEON.COM/UK
© 2020 Raytheon Company. All rights reserved.
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Information
Welcome to the Chief of the Air Staff’s Virtual Air and Space Power Conference. In these challenging
times we have taken what is usually a live two-day event in London and produced a virtual one-day
event that you can enjoy in your own home or office. Normally this section of our brochure would be
crammed full of useful information such as where the toilets are, or what time lunch is served. For
VASPC20, we trust you will all be able to sort those details for yourselves! That said, there are a few
pieces of information you will need to ensure you make the best of the day.
Conference Access

Q&A

Watch on Catch-up

The conference will be hosted on an RAF
YouTube channel. You will be sent the
link to this channel shortly before the
conference. We are aware that some
corporate firewalls may prevent access
to certain sites such as YouTube. In order
to resolve this, we are content that you
forward the link on to a personal device
where you will be able to enjoy the
conference without issue.

We are keen to encourage discussion during
this event, and session Chairs will where
possible attempt to make the Q&A periods
as vibrant as possible. The Conference
will principally use Slido as the conduit
for question and answers. We hope there
will be healthy debate via our social media
channels. See inset box for details.

You can join the event at any time, and
you will be able to watch live or from the
start. Please note, non-live engagement
means you will not be able to participate
in the debate on Slido or social media.

Timings
All timings for the day appear alongside
the conference programme in this
brochure. Please note these timings are
correct at time of publishing and may
be subject to change. Any significant
changes will be re-issued via email and
through our social media channels.

Reporting
All speeches, prepared remarks and
questions are ‘on the record’ and are
attributable to the individual and the
event.

Documentation
Presentations which we have the permission
to release will be available on the ASPA
website after the conference www.airpower.
org.uk. Speakers alone are responsible for
the content of their respective presentations
and remarks. It is the organiser’s policy to
give freedom to contributors and speakers
to express their opinions.

Copyright
The conference documentation is under
copyright of ASPA and the speakers, and
as such all documentation may only be
reproduced with permission of ASPA and
the speaker.

Defence Space 2020

Military Space:
Mobilise, Modernise, Transform
17 & 18 November
London www.airpower.org.uk
@airpowerassn
#DefenceSpace 2020

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------A UK Ministry of Defence Conference brought to
you by the Air & Space Power Association

Join The Debate
To follow or submit questions, please
either download the Slido app on your
smartphone or tablet, or via any
browser go to the web site - www.
sli.do. Our event code is #ASPC20.
To get involved with
discussions around the event,
follow us on Twitter:
@airpowerassn
@royalairforce
#ASPC20

THE LIMIT.

WE MAKE IT
Airbus

is

the

world’s

FLY
leading

independent supplier of cutting edge
defence and space technologies.
We deliver strategic advantages in a
rapidly changing environment – thanks
to a network of connected smart assets.
From military aircraft, satellites and
unmanned systems to services such
as cybersecurity, geointelligence and
secure communications we’ve been
serving governments across the globe
for over fifty years.
Security. We make it fly.

airbus.com
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Organisers

The Air Staff – Directorate of Defence Studies (RAF)
and the RAF Centre for Air and Space Power Studies
The Directorate of Defence Studies
(RAF) was established in 1977 by the
Chief of the Air Staff (CAS), Air Chief
Marshal Sir Neil Cameron. The first
Director was Group Captain (later Air
Vice-Marshal) Tony Mason, who was
directed by CAS to:
‘Encourage the study of defence issues in
the RAF but particularly the application
of air power in all its aspects’
Much has changed since the creation of the
Directorate, but the original task set by CAS at
its genesis remains as relevant today as it has
ever been – if not more so. The Directorate’s
core purpose is ‘to promote critical thinking
on air and space power and related cyber by
developing and leveraging the intellectual
capital of the RAF in order to fuel the
Conceptual Component of Fighting Power’.
This supports CAS and the Assistant Chief
of the Air Staff by providing analysis, insight
and comment to inform their policy, strategy,
conceptual and capability outputs. The
Directorate also manages the CAS’ Fellowship

Programme, which is a family of full and parttime post-graduate education opportunities
for selected regular and reserve personnel.
The purpose is to grow the intellectual
capital of the RAF by: developing individuals’
intellectual value to the Service; generating
research of direct benefit to the Service;
and growing an academic RAF cadre (CAS’
Fellows). The Directorate’s remaining output
is leading Royal Air Force Centre for Air &
Space Power Studies (RAF CASPS), a brand
identity for an RAF-academic partnership that
acts as a virtual think-tank for strategic and
conceptual thinking on air and space power
and related cyber.
RAF CASPS contributes to the generation
of evidence-based academic research
and provides strategic influence through
coordinated engagement with think-tanks,
allies and other professional bodies in the
military and policy space. It also leverages
the intellectual horsepower of external
institutions and RAF personnel and helps
inculcate a philosophy of learning and critical
thinking across the RAF’s Whole Force.

As a focal point and gateway for critical
thinking on air and space power, it engenders
a deeper, shared understanding of air and
space power’s utility to UK Defence, the RAF,
our allies and partners, industry, academia
and the general public.
One of our key products is the RAF’s Air
and Space Power Review - this is normally
published to coincide with the Air & Space
Conference, however due to COVID-19
restrictions we have had to delay this until the
Autumn. In conjunction with our partners at
the Air & Space Power Association, we also
play a major role in delivering the Chief of
the Air Staff’s Air & Space Power Conference.
Whilst this year’s conference has a different
format and platform than normal, we welcome
your attendance and are grateful to the Air &
Space Power Association and our Conference
sponsors for their continuing support. We look
forward to returning to the fully partnered
London-based format next year.
Group Captain Andy Hetterley
Director of Defence Studies (RAF)
www.raf.mod.uk/rafcasps

The Air & Space Power Association (ASPA)
The Air & Space Power Association
(ASPA) is an authoritative voice and
platform for discussion and debate on
how air power influences today’s world
and its relevance to the future.
Our mission is to foster a better understanding
of the military exploitation of the air and
space environment in order to maximise the
efficiency of its use and the application of
emerging technologies. The ASPA’s aim is to
grow air power ambassadors and to provide a
focal point for interaction between air power
practitioners and their industrial partners and
other relevant organisations and individuals.
Established in 1947, the Association’s
membership comprises highly regarded
individuals with a wealth of experience in
the air and space power domain and is open
to individuals, businesses, military units,
consultants and academics. Indeed, anyone
who has an interest in air and space power.
Members include serving and retired

members of the UK’s Armed Forces and
from overseas, those engaged in the Media
and Communication Directorates of the
MOD, Members of Parliament, academics
with aviation or associated aviation/defence
interests, representatives of the aerospace and
defence industries and aviation/defence media.
Throughout the year we hold a series of
events that create a platform for members and
guests to listen and contribute to the latest
developments and trends in air and space
power, helping to define today’s environment
and shape the future. Discussion is stimulated
through conferences, debates, lectures
and forums. These include regular ‘fireside
chats’ which give corporate members the
opportunity to engage with senior military
officers in free and frank discussion. Regular
dinners are also held throughout the year
including our annual event in the House of
Commons and the Association is now offering
multi-format virtual events in its calendar for
members.

The Chief of the Air Staff’s Air and Space
Power Conference, usually held in London
every July is delivered by the Association on
behalf of the RAF. This event is the jewel in
the crown in stimulating an informed and
international debate on the future of air and
space power. The Association also delivers
the Defence Space Conference and this
biennial event provides a platform for the
MOD to debate emerging thinking on a wide
variety of Space issues with stakeholders
from across the Space community and
Defence environment.
With its strong reputation and close
relationship with the MOD, the defence
industrial base, academia and the
practitioners of air and space power and
those with a keen interest in the subject, the
Association is a trusted and authoritative voice
in the air and space power debate.
Join us. Join the debate.
airpower.org.uk

To apply to be become a member visit www.airpower.org.uk/membership

Event Programme

@airpowerassn
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Programme Wednesday 15 July
TIME

EVENT

SPEAKERS

SUMMARY

0850

Conference admin

Squadron Leader Davina Fisher
ASPC20 Project Officer

Welcome and introduction to Slido

0900

Introduction from
Chief of the Air Staff

Air Chief Marshal Mike Wigston CBE ADC
Chief of the Air Staff

Keynote address

Political
Perspective

Rt Hon Ben Wallace MP
Secretary of State for Defence

Keynote address

Capability
Perspective

Air Vice-Marshal Lincoln Taylor OBE
Chief of Staff Capability, HQ Air Command

INTERMISSION TO COMPLETE SLIDO RESPONSES

1000

Information
Advantage in an
Era of Persistent
Competition

Air Vice-Marshal Maria Byford QHDS
Chief of Staff Personnel & Air Secretary
HQ Air Command

Professor Dame Angela McLean DBE FRS
Chief Scientific Adviser, MOD
Mr Andrzej Kawalec
CEO 4th Horizon

Against a backdrop of unprecedented, rapid change, people
remain the one constant as the character of war, technology,
politics and economics morph around us. Our people are at
the heart of our air and space power capabilities and we are
looking to them to underwrite our success as leading Next the
Generation Air Force.
Orienting Defence Research to anticipate and react to the
challenges of a future information-dominated operational
environment.
Playing strategic ‘Chess’ in the information domain, Andrzej
Kawalec is widely recognised for his expertise in cyber security and
digital change. A former CTO, he has a vast amount of experience
working at the board-level across public and private sectors,
helping to define and promote cyber security strategy.

Squadron Leader Ali Morton
CAS Fellow

Summary

Air Commodore Steve Thornber CBE
Head of Defence Intelligence Operations
STRATCOM

What does Information Advantage and Cross Agency
Cooperation mean to the RAF?

Dr Christina Goulter
Co-Director, Sir Michael Howard Centre for
Military History at King’s College London

‘From Dowding to Digital’ – enduring lessons from the Battle of
Britain and inter-agency co-operation.

General Sir Patrick Sanders KCB CBE DSO ADC
Commander Strategic Command

Cohering Joint Forces to deliver Multi Domain Integration.

Sgt Paul Marr
CAS Fellow

Summary

Admiral Tony Radakin CB ADC
First Sea Lord and Chief of the Naval Staff

Keynote address.
Cross-domain and inter-service Information Advantage in an era
of restored carrier-enabled power projection.

Group Captain Georgia Williams
Air Media and Communications

Information Advantage for Next Generation Air Force: Lessons
from COVID-19.

Wing Commander Lee Cooper
90 Signals Unit

Next Generation Agile Software Development: Information
Advantage for the Royal Air Force.

INTERVAL

1045

Information Advantage
and Cross Agency
Cooperation

INTERVAL SLIDO / SPONSORS
1130

Royal Navy
Perspective CEPP

INTERVAL SLIDO / SPONSORS

1145

1205

10

Information
Advantage and the
RAF response to
COVID-19

LUNCH BREAK

Air & Space Power Conference 2020

TIME

1330

EVENT

Space’s Contribution to
Information Advantage

International
Perspective

SPEAKERS
Air Vice-Marshal Ian Duguid OBE
Air Officer Commanding 11 Group
Air Vice-Marshal Harv Smyth OBE DFC
Director Space, Ministry of Defence

SUMMARY
The role of space in maintaining Information Advantage.
An examination of how space capabilities are adding immediate
and longer-term benefits to UK warfighters in all domains. To
include an operator’s perspective with dynamic examples of how
space is being/can be used to assist the warfighter.

General John ‘Jay’ Raymond USAF
US Space Force Chief of Space Operations and
Commander US Space Command

Keynote address on how space contributes to Information
Advantage and the importance of international partnerships,
citing Operation OLYMPIC DEFENDER and the UK’s involvement in
the Combined Space Operations Centre.

Squadron Leader Victoria Williams
CAS Fellow

Summary

INTERVAL / SLIDO RESPONSES

1430

An Information
enabled Next
Generation Air Force
Competition

Mrs Sally Boyle
RAF Board NED and Goldman Sachs Partner

Lessons from the people practices of corporates, now and in the
future, to build the next generation workforce.

Sergeant Tia Gillon
RAF Video Gaming and Esports Association

Activity in this sphere relates to (and even leads) activity in
the professional military domains. What could this mean for
recruitment, employment fields and retention?

Warrant Officer of the Air Force Fiona Grasby
Royal Australian Air Force

Perspective of Project JERICHO RAAF.

Flying Officer Jemma Nelson
ASTRA SO3

Project ASTRA and organising the RAF to exploit Information
Advantage in the Next Generation Air Force.

Wing Commander Katie Farley-West
Wing Commander Louise Clarke
No 11 Gp Multi-Domain Operations Group
– enabling Air, Space and Cyber operations
globally

Information Warfare (IW) is an operational ‘way’ by which Air seeks
to achieve Information Advantage. 11 Gp is tasked to exercise
Command and Control across air, space and cyber operations;
it’s new 1* Non-Kinetic Effects pillar, coordinating understanding
of the information environment and developing a breadth of
information activities through IW capability.

Squadron Leader Rob Pitt
Phantom Team RAF Marham

Team presentation with a diverse selection of highly skilled Whole
Force personnel . Interactive delivery of how innovative approaches
are being leveraged to maximise the potential of 5th Generation
capabilities and cognitive advantage in information warfare.

INTERVAL

1455

Putting Information
Advantage at the Heart
of the Next Generation
Air Force

INTERVAL / SPONSORS

1515

Harnessing Innovation
for Information
Advantage

INTERVAL

Information Advantage
and Commercial
Partners

1600

1630

How is industry
developing strategies,
techniques and
applications in
Artificial Intelligence
and Machine Learning
towards sustaining
Information Advantage
in Air Power now and
into the future?

Closing Remarks

Event Programme

Air Vice-Marshal Lincoln Taylor OBE
Chief of Staff Capability, HQ Air Command
Richard Franklin
UK Managing Director Airbus Defence and
Space Ltd
Dr Julia Sutcliffe PhD CEng FRAeS
Director Air Labs and Chief Technologist,
Air Sector, BAE Systems plc
Dr Niel Kempson
Senior Advisor, Raytheon UK
Lukas Chamberlain
Chief Engineer, Tempest Core Delivery Team,
Leonardo

How is industry developing strategies, techniques and applications
in Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning towards sustaining
Information Advantage in Air Power now and into the future?

Mr Vern Boyle
Vice President of Advanced Capabilities
Business Unit Cyber and intelligence Mission
Solutions, Northrop Grumman Mission Systems
Squadron Leader Suzanne Mitchell
CAS Fellow

Summary

RAF Centre of Air and Space Power Studies

Summary and closing remarks

11

|

Speakers Continued

Achieving Information
Advantage in a contested
environment is impossible.
Until it’s not.
ngc.com/uk
© 2020 Northrop Grumman
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Keynote Speakers
Air Chief Marshal Mike Wigston CBE ADC
As the Chief of the Air Staff, Air Chief Marshal Mike Wigston is the four star commander and professional
head of the Royal Air Force, the lead UK Service for Air and Space. Under his leadership, the Royal Air Force
plays a central role in the security and prosperity of the Nation and is heavily committed on operations
across the globe. His vision of a world class integrated, capable and inclusive air force delivering decisive
effect across all domains, will deliver the Next Generation Royal Air Force.
A Tornado GR4 pilot, Air Chief Marshal Wigston has undertaken a succession of frontline tours and senior
appointments in operational headquarters in Qatar, Iraq and Afghanistan. He was appointed CBE in 2013
for his contribution as Director Air Operations at Headquarters ISAF Joint Command, Afghanistan. In 2015,
he was appointed Commander British Forces Cyprus, and Assistant Chief of the Air Staff in 2016, where he
was responsible for delivery of the RAF Strategy and coordination of the RAF Centenary celebrations. Prior
to assuming his current appointment, Air Chief Marshal Wigston was Deputy Commander Capability and
Personnel at Headquarters Air Command, responsible for the strategic planning and delivery of all aspects
of Royal Air Force capability. He is a Vice Patron of the Royal Air Force Charitable Trust and President of the
Royal Air Force Rowing Association.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Rt Hon Ben Wallace MP, Secretary of State for Defence
Ben Wallace was appointed Secretary of State for Defence on 24 July 2019. He was previously Minister
of State for Security at the Home Office from 17 July 2016 to 24 July 2019. He was in position during the
terror attacks of 2017 and the Russian State attack in Salisbury in 2018. He has also served as the Northern
Ireland Minister. Ben first entered politics as a Member of the Scottish Parliament in 1999. Following a
move to Lancashire, he was elected to the UK House of Parliament in 2005.
He was elected the Conservative MP for Wyre and Preston North in May 2010. He attended the Royal
Military Academy, Sandhurst, and Millfield School in Somerset. On completing Sandhurst he was
commissioned as an Officer into the Scots Guards. During the 1990s he saw service in Northern Ireland,
Germany, Cyprus and Central America. Ben and his family live in Lancashire. He enjoys rugby, skiing,
motor sports and horse racing.

Save the date: The Chief of the Air Staff’s
Air & Space Power Conference 2021
The Conference will be held on 14 & 15 July
To register your interest or get involved go to www.airpower.org.uk
For information on membership of the Air & Space Power Association
please contact us via the website.

Event Programme
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General John ‘Jay’ Raymond USAF, US Space Force Chief of Space
Operations and Commander US Space Command
Gen. John W ‘Jay’ Raymond assumed the duties as the first Chief of Space Operations, United States
Space Force on 20 December 2019; and Commander, United States Space Command on 29 August 2019.
The U.S. Space Force is responsible for providing resilient, defendable and affordable space capabilities
for the nation and the joint force. It is the duty of the U.S. Space Force to protect the interests of the
United States in space; deter aggression in, from and to space; and conduct prompt and sustained space
operations.
As the Chief of Space Operations, U.S. Space Force, Gen. Raymond leads the organizing, training,
equipping and maintaining of mission-ready space forces and capabilities for U.S. Space Command and
other combatant commands around the world. U.S. Space Command is one of 11 unified commands
under the Department of Defense and is responsible for deterring conflict, defending U.S. and allied
freedom of action in the space area of operations, delivering combat-relevant space capability to the
joint/combined force and developing space forces to advance U.S. and allied interests in, through and
from the space domain. As the Commander of U.S. Space Command, Gen. Raymond directs assigned
and attached joint space forces providing tailored, responsive, theatre and global space effects in
support of national objectives. Gen. Raymond has commanded the 5th Space Surveillance Squadron
at RAF Feltwell, UK, the 30th Operations Group at Vandenberg Air Force Base, California, the 21st Space
Wing at Peterson AFB, Colorado, the 14th Air Force and Joint Force Space Component Command. He
deployed to Southwest Asia as Director of Space Forces in support of operations Enduring Freedom and
Iraqi Freedom.

______________________________________________________________________________________

Admiral Tony Radakin CB ADC,
First Sea Lord and Chief of the Naval Staff
Admiral Tony Radakin was appointed First Sea Lord and Chief of the Naval Staff in June 2019. He
was born in Oldham and made in the Royal Navy. Commissioned in 1990, his operational service has
involved the Iran/Iraq Tanker War, security duties in the Falklands, NATO embargo operations in the
Adriatic, countering smuggling in Hong Kong and the Caribbean, and three command tours in Iraq
– both ashore and at sea. He has commanded from Lieutenant to Rear Admiral of ashore, afloat and
international forces. This includes HMS BLAZER and Southampton URNU, HMS NORFOLK, the Naval
Training Team in Iraq, the Iraqi Maritime Task Force, Portsmouth Naval Base, and Commander of UK
Maritime Forces and NATO’s High Readiness Maritime Component Commander. His staff appointments
have predominantly been in either Joint or Defence roles, including: operational planning at PJHQ,
two tours as a Military Assistant, and two tours involving financial, capability and strategic force
development. More recently, he was Chief of Staff of the Joint Forces Command (2016 – 2018) and
Second Sea Lord (2018 – 2019). His education includes: reading law at Southampton University,
qualifying as a barrister, an MA in International Relations and Defence Studies, the Higher Command
and Staff Course, and the London Business School’s Senior Executive Programme. He has also graduated
from several US courses including the US Combined Forces Maritime Component Course, CAPSTONE
and the inaugural UK/US Future Leaders’ Course. He lives in Hampshire with his wife and four sons and
plays squash and enjoys sailing, mountain biking and skiing. He is president of the Royal Navy Squash
Association and the UK Armed Forces Tennis Association.
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Speakers In order of appearance
Group Captain Andrew Hetterley MPhil MA BA (Hons) RAF,
Director of Defence Studies RAF
Group Captain Andy Hetterley MPhil MA BA (Hons) RAF is an RAF Intelligence Officer who has specialised in
the surveillance and reconnaissance, targeting, and Joint Effects fields. He has deployed on operations in
Afghanistan, Iraq and Libya, and served within the MOD, various joint organisations and Air Command.
He graduated from the UK’s Advanced Command and Staff Course in 2011 and became a Chief of the Air
Staff’s (CAS) academic fellow, undertaking a full-time MPhil degree in International Relations and Politics at
the University of Cambridge. He commanded Tactical Imagery Intelligence Wing from 2011 to 2013 before
authoring UK Cyber Doctrine at the Development, Concepts and Doctrine Centre. He has also served as
Deputy Director of Intelligence in US AFCENT, and most recently in the Combined Joint Task Force HQ for
Operation INHERENT RESOLVE. He is now the RAF’s Director of Defence Studies and is the RAF’s lead for the
Chief of the Air Staff’s Air and Space Power Conference (ASPC).
_________________________________________________________________________________________

Squadron Leader Davina Fisher, ASPC Project Officer
Having spent 18 years as a regular officer with tours within the Front-line, Capability domains and latterly
as Directing Staff at the Defence Academy, Davina is now an RAF Reservist with the Directorate of Defence
Studies. She has returned to service after a two-year break to the role as the project officer behind ASPC20
and has particularly enjoyed the newfound challenges of working from home with two small children
during a pandemic.
_________________________________________________________________________________________

Air Vice-Marshal Lincoln Taylor OBE RAF Chief of Staff Capability,
HQ Air Command
Air Vice-Marshal Taylor joined the RAF in 1990 and started his operational service on No 3 (Fighter) Sqn
at Laarbruch where he gained Electronic Warfare Instructor and Qualified Weapons Instructor status on
the Harrier. Following the Force’s relocation to the UK, Taylor was posted to No 20(R) Sqn as a Weapons
Instructor. Upon promotion in 2000, he filled an exchange posting with the USAF flying the F-117A Stealth
Fighter based in New Mexico. Upon return to the UK, Taylor took a post as Typhoon Requirements Manager
and subsequently, as Typhoon Capability Manager responsible for the cockpit design, air-to-surface
weapons integration, Typhoon Synthetics and Typhoon Capability delivery. In 2005, and after Advanced
Staff Training, Taylor filled a Future Capabilities role within Air Command. There, he was responsible for
representing the front-line perspective to future requirements such as F-35, Voyager, Atlas and the Future
Combat Air Capability. Taylor was then selected to command No 20(R) Sqn, the Harrier OCU in 2007. After
command, he was posted into the Deep Target Attack Capability area within MoD, primarily responsible
for Harrier and Tornado. In 2011, Taylor commanded the Development Division within the Air Warfare
Centre, where he was responsible for Future Capability development, Air Survivability and F-35, Lightning
II, Operational Test. On promotion to Air Cdre, he was appointed as Senior Responsible Owner for the UK’s
F-35, Typhoon, Airseeker, Future Combat Air System (FCAS), and DOTC(A) Programmes. Taylor is presently
Head of the Rapid Capabilities Office (RCO) and responsible for delivery of the Future Combat Air System
(FCAS) Technology Initiative (including TEMPEST), the RCO Air Information Experimentation Laboratory and
RCO Core Projects. He is married with three children and enjoys mountain biking, coaching Juniors’ rugby
and renovating old properties.
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Delivering resilient services on the ground.
Enabling safe operations in the sky.
Aquila is the trusted partner to the Ministry of Defence,
providing essential ground services to UK military air
forces worldwide. Aquila’s high standards of management
and innovation leverage the latest technological
advances to ensure optimum equipment performance for
safe and effective delivery of UK air power into the future.
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www.aquila-atms.com
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Speakers Continued
Air Vice-Marshal Maria Byford QHDS, Chief of Staff Personnel &
Air Secretary, RAF, HQ Air Command
Air Vice-Marshal Maria Byford was appointed COS Personnel and Air Secretary in February 2020. She joined the
RAF in 1991 following graduation from Kings College London with a Bachelor in Dental Surgery and for the first
half of her career looked after her patients in dental centres and military hospitals across the globe. She was
appointed Queen’s Honorary Dental Surgeon in December 2016. Leaving clinical delivery behind, AVM Byford has
since served in a wide variety of command and staff appointments across Defence, always with a strong focus on
people. After a year on Advanced Command and Staff Course and a 3* Military Assistant role, she was promoted
to Group Captain in 2011 and became Head of Personnel Division for the Surgeon General. In 2014 AVM Byford
deployed as the final Commander Medical on Op HERRICK, responsible for the closure of the Bastion Role 3
Trauma Field Hospital and the safe recovery of the UK Medical Group from Afghanistan. On her return and after
a short spell as Commander Medical (RAF), she was selected for promotion to Air Commodore and appointed
Head Future Healthcare, a post she held for 4 years before becoming Head of RAF Medical Services in February
2019. AVM Byford is the RAF’s Deputy Diversity and Inclusion Champion and is passionate about fair, transparent
and inclusive treatment of the Whole Force. She is proud to be Honorary President for Staffordshire Wing RAF Air
Cadets, and in January 2020 she received the President’s invitation to become a Fellow of the Royal Aeronautical
Society. She is married to Alistair, a retired Air Commodore, and they have two children. Together they enjoy
skiing, sailing and spending time at their holiday home on the Suffolk coast.
_________________________________________________________________________________________

Professor Dame Angela McLean DBE FRS, Chief Scientific Adviser,
Ministry of Defence
Professor Dame Angela McLean was appointed as the Chief Scientific Adviser for the Ministry of Defence
in September 2019. She is the Ministry of Defence’s most senior Science and Technology (S&T) Adviser and
provides strategic leadership for Science & Technology (S&T) in MOD, sets strategic direction for S&T in Defence
and oversees more than £350 million of annual research. Angela McLean is a Professor of Mathematical Biology
in the Department of Zoology at Oxford University, a Fellow of All Souls College and Director of The Institute
for Emerging Infections of Humans. She received her damehood in the 2018 Queen’s Birthday Honours List.
_________________________________________________________________________________________

Mr Andrzej Kawalec, CEO 4th Horizon
Andrzej has served as global security Chief Technology Officer for some of the world’s largest security
organisations, including Vistorm, HP, HPE, Vodafone and recently Optiv, and has held various board level
positions for some of the world’s largest companies including Siemens, Compaq and EDS. He works with
cybersecurity start-ups and accelerators helping mentor and guide the next generation of new cyber
tech and services, while advising larger businesses how to pivot to new business models and sustain
breakout growth. Trusted by technology leaders, CEOs and governments around the world, Andrzej works
across the public and private sectors to help define and promote information strategies. His experience
with start-ups, Private Equity and niche advisory gives an intimate knowledge of both the macro and
micro challenges facing organisations today. Andrzej is a leader for the World Economic Forum’s Cyber
Resilience project and member of the Global Agenda Council on Cyber Security. Frequently cited in the
media, most recently the Wall Street Journal, Financial Times and Forbes, he has published a series of
research papers with MIT.
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Squadron Leader Ali Morton,
Masters in Applied Security Strategy (MStrat), CAS Fellow
Sqn Ldr Ali Morton joined the Royal Air Force in 2007 as a Personnel Officer. She has enjoyed a diverse career
which has included tours in Scotland, HQ Air and MOD, with operational deployments including Telic, Unified
Protector and Shader. Having always had a keen interest in strategic security studies she was selected for the
Henderson CAS Fellowship and has spent the past year at the University of Exeter studying a Masters in Applied
Security Strategy.
_________________________________________________________________________________________

Air Commodore Steven Thornber CBE,
Head of Defence Intelligence Operations, UK Defence Intelligence
Air Commodore Thornber has had tours in strategic imagery analysis, tactical reconnaissance, intelligencecollection management, instructing, on exchange with the US, contingency planning, and in an outer office.
His operational experience spans tours in the Afghanistan, Balkans, Kuwait, Iraq, Qatar, Saudi Arabia and
Turkey supporting air and land operations at tactical and joint operational levels. He is a graduate of the UK’s
Advanced Command and Staff Course and the US CAPSTONE Program. Thornber commanded the RAF’s Tactical
Imagery Intelligence Wing before returning briefly to Advanced Command Staff Course as Directing Staff. He
was promoted to Group Captain in 2007 as Director Joint Narcotics Analysis Centre and deployed to ISAF Joint
Command as Deputy CJ2 for one year in 2009. He took command of the Joint Air Reconnaissance Centre in
2010, moving it to RAF Wyton in 2012 to form the Defence Geospatial Intelligence Fusion Centre. In 2013, he
was posted to Supreme Allied Command HQ as Head Knowledge Management before being promoted to
Air Commodore in 2015 and returning to the UK as ACOS J2 at the UK’s Permanent Joint HQ. In 2016, Air Cdre
Thornber was posted to US Central Command as Deputy Director for Intelligence (Operations) as 1* lead for ISR,
Targeting and Intelligence Plans and Ops. He returned to the UK in 2018 to take up the post of Military Head
Regional and Thematic Assessment, as close support to Ministers and Service Chiefs. In late 2019, he moved
across to the new post of Head Defence Intelligence Operations.
_________________________________________________________________________________________

Dr Christine Goulter, Co-Director of the Sir Michael Howard Centre
for Military History at King’s College London
Dr Christina Goulter is Co-Director of the Sir Michael Howard Centre for Military History at King’s College London,
and was formerly an Associate Visiting Professor of Strategy at the US Naval War College, 1994-97. She is on
the advisory boards of the USAF Research Institute’s Strategic Studies Quarterly Journal and the RAF Museum.
Her publications include A Forgotten Offensive: Royal Air Force Coastal Command’s Anti-Shipping Campaign,
1940-45, and she is co-author of Precision and Purpose: Airpower in the Libyan Civil War (RAND, 2015) and Political
Rationale and International Consequences of the War in Libya (Oxford University Press, 2016). Other publications
include works on Second World War intelligence, the Special Operations Executive, current aerospace subjects
and counter-insurgency. Her forthcoming book is on British intervention in Greece, 1944-45. She is married to
Alexander Zervoudakis, historian of the French Indochina and Algerian conflicts.
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Decisive Technology
for decisive moments

Space

Operating as a single global organisation of 80,000 people, across the 5 markets that Thales serves – Digital Identity and
Security, Defence and Security, Aerospace, Space and Ground Transportation, Thales is developing solutions for
tomorrow’s data-driven, autonomous, immersive world – from autonomous platforms to collaborative combat systems, from connected cockpits to secure clouds and cyber-protected communications, from self-learning radars to virtual reality solutions for training
and predictive maintenance. Thales provides a unique range of technologies and services and is a trusted partner for our military
and civil customers, offering new ways of working, in new ecosystems that make tomorrow possible today.

Digital Identity
and Security

Defence
and Security

Aerospace

Ground
Transportation

With a proud heritage in the UK stretching back more than 130 years,
Thales is delighted to support the Chief of the Air Staff’s Air and Space
Power Conference 2020.
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General Sir Patrick N Y M Sanders KCB CBE DSO ADC Gen,
Commander Strategic Command
General Sir Patrick Sanders was commissioned into The Royal Green Jackets in 1986 and spent his early
career at Regimental Duty in Germany, Norway and the UK. He has commanded at company, battalion,
brigade, and divisional level, including on operations in Northern Ireland (multiple tours), Kosovo (1999
and 2002), Bosnia (2001), Iraq (2007), and Afghanistan (2011-12). His staff appointments have all been in
operational and strategic roles. These have included Brigade Chief of Staff, Directing Staff at the Joint Staff
College, Policy/Military adviser for the Commander of Coalition Forces in Iraq in 2003 to 2004, Colonel Army
Strategy, a brief tenure as Chief of Defence Staff’s Liaison Officer to the US Chairman of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff, and more recently Head Operations (Military) and Assistant Chief of Defence Staff (Operations)
in the Ministry of Defence. His previous two appointments were GOC 3rd (UK) Division and Commander
Field Army. He was promoted to General in May 2019 and assumed the post of Commander Joint Forces
Command where he managed the organisation’s move to Strategic Command.
_________________________________________________________________________________________

Sergeant Paul Marr, CAS Fellow
Sgt Paul Marr joined the RAF in 1997 and trained as a Weapons System Operator (EW) before starting a flying
tour at RAF Kinloss on the mighty Nimrod. He subsequently completed tours in A2, the UKMAOC at Northwood
and the Directorate of Defence Studies at Shrivenham. He currently supports Force Generation operations
for the Poseidon MRA1 as an EW Analyst in the Tactical Operations Centre, at RAF Lossiemouth. Sgt Marr is an
honorary CAS Fellow having completed his Masters in Air Power: History, Theory and Practice at the University of
Birmingham in 2013.
_________________________________________________________________________________________

Group Captain Georgia Williams, Air Media & Communications, RAF
Group Captain Georgia Williams leads the Air Media and Communications external communications team,
based at RAF High Wycombe. Drawing on lessons from the Dining Room during the COVID19 lockdown
period, she considers in her presentation some of the challenges faced in putting Information Advantage at
the heart of the Next Generation RAF. Georgia joined the RAF in 1995 and her career has been dominated
by operational logistics. Highlights include command of 2 Mechanical Transport Squadron (2007 to 2009)
and 85 Expeditionary Logistics Wing (2014 – 2016), numerous out of area appointments including three
tours in Afghanistan (Op JACANA in 2002, and Op HERRICK in 2007 and 2012), and operationally focussed
staff appointments in Defence Logistics Operations in MOD Main Building in support of the Operations
Directorate (2005, 2010 and 2016). Prior to joining Media and Comms in November 2019 she was the
Assistant Head of Defence Movements, responsible for tasking Defence’s strategic military and commercial
air and sea lift in support of global Defence operations. She completed an MA in Defence Studies as a
student of the Advanced Command and Staff Course in 2012 and an MSc in Leadership and Management
in 2018. As well as a general interest in art and creativity she is a volunteer visiting lecturer at the University
of the West of England on the complexity of change, and has recently joined Buckinghamshire Search and
Rescue on the support team.
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Wing Commander Lee Cooper MPhys MA PGCert BSc CEng MIET
RAF, Officer Commanding Operational Information Services
Wing 90 Signals Unit
Wing Commander Lee Cooper assumed command of the Operational Information Services Wing, 90
Signals Unit in August 2019. The Wing is responsible for the provision, support and cyber defence
of information systems and services across the Royal Air Force, including a nascent software and
applications development capability.
______________________________________________________________________________________

Air Vice-Marshal Ian Duguid OBE,
Air Officer Commanding, 11 Group, RAF
Air Vice-Marshal Ian Duguid joined the RAF in 1986. After completing flying training, he was posted to RAF
Laarbruch in Germany to fly the Harrier GR5 and served 7 years in Germany completing tours with both
No IV (Army Co-operation) and No 3(Fighter) Squadrons and graduated as a Qualified Weapons Instructor.
During this period Duguid flew operational missions over Northern Iraq as part of Operation WARDEN as
well as missions in support of the UN and NATO over the Balkans. On completion of Advanced Command
and Staff Course in 2005 he returned to flying the Harrier. He commanded No IV (AC) Squadron, principally
leading it through 4 operational tours of Op HERRICK; accumulating over 130 missions in support of
ISAF forces. In 2008, Duguid was posted to HQ Air Command to drive coherence across the NEC and
ISR communities of interest. On completion of HCSC 11, he was appointed as the Deputy Force Effects
Coordinator within Regional Command Southwest (Camp Leatherneck), Afghanistan, responsible for the
coordination and integration of operational effects across Helmand and Nimruz provinces. On return to
the UK he was appointed as Deputy Head Air Capability responsible for the capability management of the
UK’s F-35B programme and associated weapons systems. He was subsequently appointed as the Head of
Defence Operational Capability within the MoD and in 2015 he assumed command of the Typhoon Force
leading it through a period of considerable growth and operational commitments. He was appointed AOC
11 Group in November 2018. AVM Duguid is a keen cyclist (road and mountain) and enjoys running and
outdoor activities. He is a rugby coach and referee; president of No 1811 (Marlow) Squadron Air Training
Corps; and, a Director of a Multi Academy Trust in his local town Marlow, Bucks.
______________________________________________________________________________________

Air Vice-Marshal Harv Smyth OBE DFC
Director Space, Ministry of Defence
Air Vice-Marshal Harv Smyth is the UK’s Director Space, leading the Space Directorate in the Ministry of
Defence. He is responsible for defence space strategy, policy, capability planning and cross-government
coherency. Smyth joined the RAF in 1991, and spent 15 years as a frontline Harrier pilot and weapons
instructor. He has extensive combat experience across multiple theatres, and has had the privilege to
command at Flight, Squadron, Station, Force, CAOC and Group levels. In staff, he has a background in
Capability Development & Delivery, having been intimately involved in cutting edge programmes such as F-35
Lightning and Queen Elizabeth Class Carrier. AVM Smyth will discuss the importance of the Space Domain, and
highlight the role of MOD’s Space Directorate in cohering both a Defence and a cross-Government approach
to understanding, protecting and defending our Nation’s ‘ultimate high ground’.
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Bringing the world of aerospace to you

available in digital and print formats
AEROSPACE is the flagship monthly publication of the Royal Aeronautical Society and is free to all
members and Corporate Partners as part of their membership. It is written for aerospace professionals
by aerospace professionals. AEROSPACE continues to grow in stature and influence as the informative
and expert source of aviation, aerospace and space news, opinion and analysis.
In-depth features focus on what’s going on in the aerospace, aviation and space industries
Industry news and analysis
Comments and opinions from leading industry figures
Round-up of Society news and events
Now available through the AEROSPACE App on the Apple App Store & Google Play
Search AEROSPACE on Google Play or Apple App store, Download the app and log in using your
aerosociety.com member portal username and password.

Find out more about membership by visiting aerosociety.com/join
and get access to the award-winning member magazine.

aerosociety.com /join
Event Programme

+44 (0)20 7670 4300
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Sqn Ldr Victoria Williams MEng(Hons) MA CEng MRAeS RAF,
CAS Fellow
Sqn Ldr Williams is an Engineer (Aerosystems) Officer currently working within the Continuing Airworthiness Branch,
Operating Assurance Group of the Military Aviation Authority at MOD Abbeywood, Bristol. Here she is a Lead Auditor
responsible for managing Continuing Airworthiness Management Organisation (CAMO) and Maintenance Approved
Organisation Scheme (MAOS) approvals for both tri-service and industry aircraft engineering organisations. She applied
for a CAS Fellowship in 2015 and was awarded the Dowding Fellowship. Through this she undertook postgraduate study
for an MA in Air Power in the Modern World from Kings College London and graduated in 2018. Her dissertation was on
the importance of evolving independent air forces as an integrated response to modern security challenges.
______________________________________________________________________________________

Mrs Sally Boyle, RAF Board NED and Goldman Sachs Partner
As a Non-Executive Director of the RAF, Sally Boyle attends the Air Force Board Executive meetings at which the strategy
and the operational effectiveness of the RAF is reviewed. She also chairs the People and Diversity and Inclusion
Committee which considers and discusses the people plan for the RAF. Sally is a partner at Goldman Sachs and is the
International Head of the Human Capital Management (HCM) Division, overseeing the HCM businesses in Europe, the
Middle East and Africa, Bengaluru and Asia Pacific. She is also responsible for Employee Relations globally.
______________________________________________________________________________________

Sergeant Tia Gillon, RAF Video Gaming and Esports Association
Sqt Gillon is a SNCO HR at RAF Honington heavily involved with the day to day management of a busy Personnel
Services Flight. Gillon is a keen multi-platform gamer & streamer and a seasoned Gospel singer. She is a loyal Panthers ice
hockey fan and runs a local French bulldog group with over 450 members.
______________________________________________________________________________________

Warrant Officer of the Air Force, Fiona Grasby,
Royal Australian Air Force
Warrant Officer of the Air Force (WOFF-AF), Fiona Grasby joined the RAAF as a Supplier in 1987 and remustered to
RAAF Police in 1992 and specialised in the Counter Intelligence and Special Investigations fields. In July 1999, WOFF-AF
Grasby was promoted to Sergeant and posted to 86Wing as the Senior Non-commissioned Officer In Charge (SNCOIC)
of Counter Intelligence. During this time she was deployed to a number of domestic and overseas locations including;
Malaysia, Indonesia, Papua New Guinea and East Timor. Following the birth of her son in 2001 she transferred to the
Reserves however returned to the full-time service in 2003 and was posted to No. 386 Expeditionary Combat Support
Squadron RAAF Base Richmond as the SNCOIC Special Investigations and directly deployed to the Middle East in
support of Operation Catalyst. In 2007 she was promoted to Flight Sergeant and posted to the Base Security Officer
position RAAF Base Williams. During this time she was presented with a Chief of Air Force Commendation for Leadership
and her commitment to emergency management. In 2012 WOFF-AF Grasby was selected as the Second IC of the Force
Protection and Security Section Multi National Base Tarin Kowt Afghanistan. During this deployment, she completed
the Regional Command South Female Engagement Team training at Kandahar Airfield ensuring her commitment
to providing security support to local women and children. On return from deployment she was posted to No. 382
Expeditionary Combat Support Squadron and successively to No.2 Security Forces Squadron RAAF Base Amberley as
the Deputy Security Officer. In April 2014 she was promoted to Warrant Officer and posted to the Security Manager
position at No. 82 Wing. During her posting she was deployed in support of the Australian Super Hornet capability to
areas including; Singapore, USA, and Operation Okra in the Middle East where she was appointed as the Facility Security
Manager for Air Task Group Strike. She was appointed as the Air Command Warrant Officer on the 16 January 2018. Her
centre of interest lies in the professional education, development and support of the work force focusing on the Strategic
Vectors – themes for Air Force’s delivery of Air Power. In 2019 WOFF-AF Grasby was awarded the Medal of The Order of
Australia for meritorious service in the development of leadership and workforce resilience for the Australian Defence
Force. On the 6 November 2019 she was promoted and appointed as the 9th Warrant Office of the Air Force. Grasby is
married and has two adult children. She enjoys travelling, reading, and all things related to wellness.
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Flying Officer Jemma Nelson, RAF, Astra SO3
Flying Officer Nelson is a Provost Officer and has served in the RAF for 12 years. Commissioning from
TG8, RAF Police in 2017 she moved into the role of SO3 ASTRA from a specialist Police background. Fg
Off Nelson is a strong advocate of change and is fully immersed in the building of the ASTRA Network to
effect large scale change within the RAF.
She speaks at Air and Space Power Conference with a strong security background and a desire to see
meaningful, long-term change and empowerment within the RAF.
_________________________________________________________________________________________

Wing Commander Katie Farley-West Bsc (Hons) RAF,
No 11 Group Multi-Domain Operations Group
Wing Commander Farley-West was commissioned into the RAF in 2003 having studied Geology at the
University of Bristol. In 2017 Katie was promoted to Wg Cdr and posted within 11 Gp. Katie initially
worked within operations, delivering against very embryonic Information Operations plans and
latterly moved across to Policy and Plans in which she has been staffing the development of
11 Gp IW capability
_________________________________________________________________________________________

Wing Commander Louise Clarke,
No 11 Group Multi-Domain Operations Group
Wing Commander Louise Clarke resides at HQ Air Command and supports HQ 11 group with its multidomain planning.
_________________________________________________________________________________________

Squadron Leader Rob Pitt, ‘Air and Space Cognitive Manoeuvre’
‘Phantom’ Team, RAF Marham
The Air and Space Cognitive Manoeuvre ‘Phantom’ Team was created to explore Multi-Domain Warfare
at RAF Marham’s 5th Generation Lightning Force and is fully supported by the RAF’s innovative
transformation programme, ASTRA. The ‘Phantom’ Team works in partnership and collaboration with the
RAF Reserves, DDS (RAF), DCDC, the Air and Space Warfare Centre, 11 Group, RAFX and a wide ‘network of
networks’ using an innovative virtual ‘Squadron’ construct. The team is diverse at its core. It is made up
of experts and practitioners from a range of multi-domain facing disciplines and has grown significantly
since formation six months ago, allowing exploration of innovative specialist reserve opportunities. Fully
focussed on supporting Lightning Force, the team is looking forward to reporting their findings next year.
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Richard Franklin, UK Managing Director Airbus Defence and Space Ltd
Richard is the Managing Director of Airbus Defence & Space Ltd and the UK’s senior operational lead in
Connected Intelligence and Security, Airbus Defence and Space. Connected Intelligence manages a portfolio
of solutions and services in the areas of Secure Communications, Intelligence, Cyber and Security solutions.
These include programmes such as Skynet Satellite Communications PFI and Skynet 6A for the UK MOD and,
within Europe, similar programmes for the French and German defence organisations. Airbus Defence and
Space is a division of Airbus Group formed by combining the business activities of Cassidian, Astrium and
Airbus Military. The division is Europe’s number one defence and space enterprise, the second largest space
business worldwide and among the top ten global defence enterprises. It employs circa 40,000 employees
generating revenues of approximately €14 billion per year. Prior to Airbus, Richard came from a Government
outsourcing and international Telecoms environment. He spent 16 years at Cable and Wireless in international
telecoms with a major focus on international networks followed by senior roles in QinetiQ and G4S. In 2015,
Richard came to Airbus as their Head of Secure Communications, Connected Intelligence and in January 2020
he was appointed Managing Director of Airbus Defence & Space Ltd.
_________________________________________________________________________________________

Dr Julia Sutcliffe PhD CEng FRAeS, Director Air Labs and Chief
Technologist, Air BAE Systems plc
Dr Julia Sutcliffe is Director Air Labs and Chief Technologist, Air Sector, BAE SYSTEMS. Julia has been at the
forefront of research and development of autonomous systems and networked sensing in the defence sector.
She leads the technology strategy for the BAE Systems Air business and is driving a new era of agility through
partnership in technology areas such as Artificial Intelligence, Data Analytics, Human-Machine Teaming,
Augmented Reality, Robotics and Space. Julia is also accountable for the delivery of the Air Sector emerging
product lines and most recently completed a successful series of flight tests in Australia for BAE SYSTEMS new
solar-powered HALE (high altitude long endurance) unmanned aircraft system. Following a degree and PhD in
Physics at Nottingham University, Julia joined British Aerospace and has held a number of roles including Chief
Engineer for Training Services, Chief Avionics Engineer and Systems Design Authority for the UK MoD Taranis
UCAV demonstrator. She has travelled extensively and spent 10 years in Australia working the Royal Australian
Air Force and the Australian Army on their emerging unmanned systems portfolio. An advocate for innovation
and inclusion, Julia works with the Royal Academy of Engineering to promote STEM, D&I and Government
investment across engineering. She is co-founder of the BAE SYSTEMS ‘Balanced for Business’ campaign which
aims to increase participation of under-represented groups within technical disciplines. She sits on a number
of industrial Advisory Boards and is a Fellow of the Royal Aeronautical Society.
_________________________________________________________________________________________

Dr Niel Kempson CB FREng, Senior Advisor, Raytheon UK
Dr Niel Kempson worked for the UK’s GCHQ for 42 years, most recently as the Director General for Technology
– the most senior cyber technologist in UK Government. At the heart of British intelligence, he was responsible
for science and technology, from blue-sky research through to operational deployment and management.
He was at the forefront of GCHQ’s success in harnessing data analysis technologies for the intelligence and
cyber security missions. Niel has also served on an Executive Advisory Board for a global multi-billion dollar
IT services company, and as a Non-Executive Director on the oversight board of a national research and
development agency. He was a Member of the National Security Council (Officials) for Science and Technology,
contributing to the development of national policy and strategy for the threats and opportunities posed by
technology-related threats (specifically including cyber). In recognition of his contribution to technology
and national security, Niel was elected as a Fellow of the Royal Academy of Engineering in 2018. Niel retired
from Government service at the end of 2018 and is now pursuing his second career in the private sector. He
is advising a number of organisations – from startups to multi-nationals and Governments – on cyber, data
exploitation and innovation. He joined Raytheon UK in 2020.
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Lukas Chamberlain, Chief Engineer, Tempest Core Delivery Team, Leonardo
Lukas Chamberlain is Chief Engineer for the Tempest Core Delivery Team at Leonardo, based in Luton,
home of the Company’s Electronic Warfare centre of excellence. Lukas provides technical leadership
of key areas within the Team Tempest programme. Lukas’ expertise lies within the Tasking and Data
Exploitation of multiple heterogeneous and homogeneous sensors within an integrated Combat Air
system. His work focusses on the architectural definition and technology development of sensor
tasking and exploitation chains, including, but not limited to, radar, electronic warfare and electrooptic/infra-red technologies. His previous experience includes work on the avionic sensors for the
Eurofighter Typhoon: in service development of EuroDASS; networked EW techniques and algorithms;
and architectural development of EuroRadar to introduce EW modes. Taking new developments through
concept, modelling, implementation and evaluation, Lukas’ work included provision of specialist support
to multiple trials in the UK and the US. Lukas has, throughout his career, been actively involved as an
ambassador for STEM. Until recently he led the Leonardo schools outreach programme for students aged
13 to 18 at over 30 schools in the Luton area. This involved responsibility for the strategy, budget and
resource allocation of outreach by a team of over 50 Leonardo STEM ambassadors. Lukas continues in the
role of Enterprise Advisor for the Luton Enterprise Advisor Network.
_________________________________________________________________________________________

Mr Vern Boyle, Vice President of Advanced Capabilities Business Unit
Cyber and Intelligence Mission Solutions, Northrop Grumman
Vern Boyle is vice president of Advanced Capabilities for the Cyber Intelligence Mission Solutions
division in the Northrop Grumman Mission Systems sector. Boyle is responsible for leading a diverse
team that is developing innovative technologies in the areas of artificial intelligence, trusted processing
and transformational computing. He oversees a portfolio of programmes, strategic partnerships as
well as independent research and development (IRAD) projects. Boyle is also the executive lead for the
company’s Artificial Intelligence/Machine Learning initiatives. Boyle has over 30 years of experience
defining, developing and deploying advanced solutions for the U.S. Department of Defense, the
Intelligence Community and government agencies globally. His areas of expertise include cybersecurity,
network and protocol processing, sensors, signals intelligence (SIGINT) systems, high-speed optical
and digital processing, electronics, communications, space systems and complex system architecture
development. Boyle earned a bachelor’s degree in electrical engineering from Penn State University and a
master’s degree in electrical engineering from Florida Institute of Technology.
_________________________________________________________________________________________

Squadron Leader Suzanne Mitchell, MA RAF, CAS Fellow
Squadron Leader Suzanne Mitchell is an Air Operations Controller with an extensive Battlespace
Management career supporting delivery of Air and Space Power in the UK and overseas. Mitchell was
awarded the inaugural Air Officer Commanding Number 1 Group Dowding Fellowship as part of the
Chief of the Air Staff Fellowship in August 2013; commencing the MA in Airpower in the Modern World
with Kings College London (KCL) in September 2013 whilst deployed on Operation HERRICK. Her thesis
analysed the ‘Utilisation and effectiveness of Unmanned Systems for collaborative UK Air Defence and
Border Security’. Mitchell graduated from Kings College London in January 2017. Currently employed at
Headquarters Air Command within Air Resource and Plans, Mitchell is responsible for coordinating the
annual Royal Air Force Command Plan; the formal contract between the Permanent Secretary of State for
Defence and CAS. Mitchell enjoys exploiting innovative opportunities which draw on diverse thinking in
support of organisational efficiencies and output.
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Air Vice-Marshal Ian Gale MBE
Assistant Chief of the Air Staff (Strategy)
Air Vice-Marshal Gale was appointed Assistant Chief of the Air Staff in April 2019, responsible for the
coherence and coordination of the RAF, international relations, strategic engagement and parliamentary
business on behalf of the Chief. He is a Non-Executive Director of the UK Civil Aviation Authority. Ian
has commanded at flight, wing and station level amassing over 3000 flying hours and 350 operational
missions as a Tornado Weapons Instructor and in Operational Test & Evaluation of Tornado and Typhoon.
He was at the forefront of the deployment of Tornado to Afghanistan in 2009 and fought the 2011 Libya
campaign as the Deputy Air Contingent Commander. Ian has served twice in MOD capability directorates.
He led the rapid procurement of the HERMES 450 Remotely Piloted Air System to Iraq and Afghanistan
during his time in the Intelligence, Surveillance & Reconnaissance (ISR) area and serving in Deep Target
Attack, was responsible for the Complex Weapons portfolio. In 2013/14, he worked in Joint Forces
Command as the Deputy Head of Collection in C4ISR, where he led strategic development across all three
services, as well as programme directing an urgent procurement case for a new Maritime Patrol Aircraft.
As Assistant Chief of Staff for C2ISR Capability Delivery, he was the Senior Responsible Owner for current
and nascent airborne ISR capabilities including Reaper and Protector, Sentinel, Shadow, Airseeker, E-7
Wedgetail and the P-8A Maritime Patrol Aircraft. Ian holds an MA in Defence Studies and an MBA. He is
a Chartered Manager and a graduate of the Major Projects Leadership Academy at Oxford University’s
Business School and is a mentor on the RAF’s ‘Rise Together’ scheme, where he enjoys helping others to
achieve their best. He is married to Sally; they are child-free and live in an ancient Scottish cottage on the
banks of the Spey. He is an enthusiastic diver, enjoys photography, and the great outdoors. However his
greatest passion is aviation. He founded and ran a flying club, has owned various aircraft and flown over
30 types ranging from Tiger Moth to Apache to Typhoon. He is an active Class Rating Instructor and is
currently striving to be a better aerobatic pilot on the UK competition circuit.
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THE TRUSTED VOICE
OF AIR AND
SPACE POWER

The Air & Space Power Association is an
authoritative voice and platform for
discussion and debate on how air and space
power inﬂuences today’s world and its
relevance to the future.

Through conferences, debates and lectures, we stimulate

Our membership comprises highly regarded professionals with a

Throughout the year we hold a series of events that create a

wealth of experience in the air power domain and is open to

platform for members and guests to listen and contribute to the

individuals, businesses, military units, consultants and academics.

latest developments and trends in air and space power, helping

Indeed, anyone who has an interest in air and space power

to define today’s environment and shape the future.

discussion around the air power environment. We are the trusted
voice in air and space power debate; our reputation, close
relationships with the Ministry of Defence, the defence industrial
base, practitioners, and those with a keen interest in air and space
power gives us unique access to the heart of the subject.

For further details on corporate or individual membership on the ASPA please contact us on:

t 01285 711457 | a membership@airpower.org.uk | O www.airpower.org.uk
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Industry Partners

At BAE Systems we have been a trusted partner of the Royal Air Force for more than a century, developing world-leading military
capability, cutting edge technology and through-life support solutions which help secure our skies.
Today, this proud partnership continues through Typhoon, F-35 Lightning, Hawk and, of course, as we work together to create our
shared vision of the future through Tempest. Together we will continue to maintain the UK’s place at the forefront of the global
combat air sector and give the RAF the competitive edge it needs against ever-evolving threats for the next century and beyond.
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Leonardo is amongst the top ten global players in Aerospace, Defence and Security, with over 49,000 employees worldwide and
7,000 highly skilled people across six main sites in the UK. The Company has a strong industrial footprint in Italy, the UK, the US and
Poland, and a wide presence internationally. Leonardo designs, develops and manufactures capability and services across multimission rotary and fixed wing aircraft, unmanned platforms, systems and sensors, providing integrated solutions and support for
customers in the air, land, maritime, space, electro-magnetic and cyber domains.
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Northrop Grumman solves the toughest problems in space, aeronautics, defense and cyberspace to meet the ever evolving needs
of our customers worldwide. Our 90,000 employees define possible every day using science, technology and engineering to create
and deliver advanced systems, products and services.
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

With facilities in Broughton, Waddington, Glenrothes, Harlow, Gloucester and Manchester, Raytheon UK is invested in the British
workforce and the development of UK technology. Across the country the company employs 1,700 people. As a prime contractor
and major supplier to the U.K. Ministry of Defence, Raytheon UK continues to invest in research and development, supporting
innovation and technological advances across the country.
Raytheon UK is a landed company, part of the Raytheon Technologies organisation and sits within the Raytheon Intelligence &
Space business
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Airbus is a global leader in aeronautics, space and related services. In 2019, it generated revenues of € 70 billion and employed a
workforce of around 135,000. Airbus offers the most comprehensive range of passenger airliners. Airbus is also a European leader
providing tanker, combat, transport and mission aircraft, as well as one of the world’s leading space companies. In helicopters,
Airbus provides the most efficient civil and military rotorcraft solutions worldwide.
www.airbus.com
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Media Partners

Aviation Week Network is the leading multimedia information and services provider for aviation and defence. Aviationweek.
com delivers first-to-market global intelligence, real-time, essential information and data on all aspects of military aviation and
aerospace with an emphasis on advanced technologies. Our global audience and versatile business tools enable our customers
to generate success with measurable results.
www.aviationweek.com/defense-space
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

AEROSPACE is the flagship monthly publication of the Royal Aeronautical Society and is free to all Members, Fellows and
Corporate Partners as part of their membership. It is written for aerospace professionals by aerospace professionals. Since its
revamp in June 2013, the flagship print magazine of the Royal Aeronautical Society has gone from strength to strength in
providing its readers with civil and military aerospace, aviation and space news, features and articles from around the world.
AEROSPACE is available in print and digital formats with a new app launched in 2020.
As well as news and features covering the wider global aeronautical industry, AEROSPACE also provides a record of Society
activities and news including a comprehensive events diary, reports from local Branches, book reviews, and new Corporate
Partners every month. The magazine is also now closely aligned with the Aerosociety ‘Insight’ blog and Society’s social media
output, bringing the latest news and information, informed analysis and comment to non-members and acting as a window to
Society benefits and activities – as well as stimulating feedback, discussion and debate under the umbrella of the RAeS.
www.aerosociety.com/aerospace
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Established in 1989, SpaceNews is the most trusted and comprehensive source of news and analysis of the companies, agencies,
technologies and trends shaping the global space industry. Space professionals rely on our experienced reporters to deliver timely,
accurate and engaging coverage of civil, military and commercial space programs.
In print and on the web, SpaceNews sets the authoritative standard for independent space journalism, astute analysis and insightful
commentary. Our magazine, published 16 times a year, is read by thousands of dedicated subscribers and regularly distributed
at key trade shows and conferences. The awarding-winning website, SpaceNews.com, delivers essential coverage to a growing
audience of more than 500,000 space professionals and enthusiasts. Our newsletters are essential reading for some of the biggest
names in space, including the weekly Military.Space newsletter sent each Tuesday by veteran staff writer, Sandra Erwin.
www.spacenews.com
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WEEKLY INSIGHTS FOR NATIONAL
SECURITY SPACE PROFESSIONALS
Recent Headlines
NRO projected to increase imagery
spending by $50-$100M a year
SpaceX to launch a GPS 3 satellite
for the second time
SBIRS GEO-5 passes
key milestone in preparation
for 2021 launch
OneWeb sale turns into a
'geopolitical Game of Thrones'
Air Force wants the X-37B
spaceplane to be less of a secret

Sign up for the FREE weekly Newsletter
https://spacenews.com/newsletters/
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